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Abstract
Let G be a 2-edge-colored complete graph of even order n. A cycle of G is alternating if
any two successive edges di2er in color. We prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of bipartite tournaments of order n admitting a unique hamiltonian cycle and
the set of 2-edge-colored complete graphs of order n admitting a unique alternating hamiltonian
cycle.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The notion of alternating cycles, i.e., cycles such that no successive edges have the
same color, was introduced originally by Erd8os (see [4,7]). Various other structural and
algorithmic results on the subject are proved in [1,5,6,8,13,16,19,23,24,2]. Applications
can be found in molecular biology [10,11,12,22], in psychology [9] and in VLSI for
compacting programmable logical arrays [17]. A good source of information on al-
ternating paths and cycles is Section 11.1 of the recent monograph written by Bang
et al. [1]. The aim of this work is to establish some further results on the existence
of alternating cycles in 2-edge-colored complete graphs. More speci@cally, we prove
that there is a bijection between the set of bipartite tournaments of order n admitting
exactly one hamiltonian cycle and the set of 2-edge-colored complete graphs of order
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n admitting exactly one alternating hamiltonian cycle. As a consequence of this result,
in connection with an enumeration theorem of [21], we deduce a recursive formula
for counting the number of non-isomorphic 2-edge-colored complete graphs admitting
a unique alternating hamiltonian cycle.
Formally, in what follows, Kcn denotes a 2-edge-colored complete graph of order n
with vertex-set V(Kcn) and edge-set E(K
c
n). The colors used are red and blue and are
denoted by r and b, respectively. If A and B are subsets of V(Kcn), then E(AB) denotes
the set of edges between A and B, i.e., edges with one endpoint in A and the other
in B. Whenever the edges between A and B have the same color, then that color is
denoted by c(AB). If A= {x} and B= {y}, then for simplicity we write xy instead of
E(AB) and c(xy) instead of c(AB). The set of red edges incident with a vertex v is
denoted by r(v). The red degree of v is de@ned as |r(v)| and is denoted by dr(v).
Similarly, b(v) are db(v) are de@ned as the set of the “blue” neighbors of v and the
blue degree of v, respectively. We let Gr and Gb denote the subgraph of Kcn induced
by the red edges of Kcn and the blue edges of K
c
n , respectively. We say that K
c
n admits
an equipartite split coloring if its vertices can be partitioned into two classes X and Y
such that c(XX )= r; c(YY )= b and |X |= |Y |.
2. Graphs Kcn with unique alternating hamiltonian cycles
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3.1. If Kcn admits a unique hamiltonian cycle, then it admits a unique
equipartite split coloring.
Thus, every 2-edge colored complete graph with a unique alternating hamiltonian
cycle may be viewed in fact as a bipartite tournament with a unique hamiltonian
cycle. Moreover, the underlying correspondence between bipartite tournaments with
unique hamiltonian cycles and their 2-edge colored graphs counterparts is one to one
as it is established in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. There exists a bijection between the set of non-isomorphic bipartite
tournaments of order n admitting a unique hamiltonian cycle and the set of non-
isomorphic 2-edge-colored complete graphs of order n admitting a unique alternating
hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Suppose that Kcn admits a unique hamiltonian cycle. By Theorem 3.1, K
c
n admits
a unique vertex-partition into two classes X and Y such that c(XX )= r; c(YY )= b and
|X |= |Y |. Let now B denote a bipartite tournament with bipartition classes X , Y and
arc-set E(B) de@ned by E(B)= {xy | x∈X; y∈Y; c(xy)= r}∪{yx | x∈X; y∈Y; c(xy)=
b}: Clearly, B contains a unique hamiltonian cycle.
Conversely, let B be a bipartite tournament with bipartition classes X and Y admit-
ting a unique hamiltonian cycle. Let now Kcn denote a 2-edge-colored complete graph
with the same vertex-set as B, and whose arcs are colored as follows: Each XY -arc
(YX -arc) of B is replaced by a red (blue) edge in Kcn . Furthermore, each XX -edge of K
c
n
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is colored red and each YY -edge is colored blue. Clearly, the resulting 2-edge-colored
complete graph Kcn contains precisely one alternating hamiltonian cycle.
It was proved in [20], that the number !n of bipartite tournaments on n vertices with
a unique hamiltonian cycles is de@ned by the recursive formula !n=4!n−2 + !n−4
for n¿8, with !4 = 1=!6. As a byproduct of Corollary 3.2, we deduce that the same
recursive formula enumerates the non-isomorphic 2-edge-colored complete graphs of
order n admitting a unique alternating hamiltonian cycle.
For the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need the following notation and a long series of
structural lemmas. Some of these lemmas are proved elsewhere, however, for the sake
of completeness, they are reformulated here.
Notation. If C1 and C2 are two vertex-disjoint alternating cycles covering the vertices
of Kcn , then they are denoted by C1 : x1y1x2y2 · · · xsysx1 and C2 : x′1y′1x′2y′2 · · · x′ty′t x′1,
respectively. We de@ne X1 = {xi | i=1; : : : ; s}, Y1 = {yi | i=1; : : : ; s}, X2 = {x′i | i=1; : : : ;
t} and Y2 = {y′i | i=1; : : : ; t}). We say that X1; X2 and Y1; Y2 de@ne the classes of C1
and C2, respectively. We also say that C1 dominates C2 if either all X1C2-edges are red
and all Y1C2-edges are blue or all X1C2-edges are blue and all Y1C2-edges are red. We
need now to de@ne two merging patterns of C1 of C2 for the purpose of our proofs.
Our merging patterns are better described in terms of edges rather than vertices. So,
let e1; e2; : : : ; e2s be the successive edges of C1 (subject to some speci@ed orientation
of C1). Similarly, we describe C2 as the succession of the edges e′1; e
′
2; : : : ; e
′
2t . We
suppose that s6t. We say that an alternating hamiltonian cycle of Kcn obeys merging
pattern 1 (or 2) of C1 and C2 if it comes under the following form (where z denotes
the occurrence of an edge between C1 and C2).
Merging Pattern 1: eiei+1ei+2 · · · ei−1ze′je′j+1 · · · e′j−1.
Merging Pattern 2: ei ze′jzei+2ze
′
j+2z · · · zei−2ze′j+2(s−1)e′j+2s−1 · · · e′2t · · · e′j−2; where
the subscripts of e are taken modulo s and those of e′ are modulo t
Lemma 3.3 (Bampis et al. [1], Benkouar et al. [5], Bang Jensen and Gutin [2]). If Kcn
admits a vertex-partition into two alternating cycles C1 and C2 and Kcn has no alter-
nating hamiltonian cycle, then C1 dominates C2 and c(X1X1)= c(X1C2).
The full details of the following lemma can be found in [5] (although it is not given
there as a lemma but may easily be derived from the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 in
[5]). It may also be read out from some of the proofs described in [14,15] in the
context of bipartite tournaments.
Lemma 3.4 (Benkouar et al. [5]). Suppose that Kcn contains an alternating hamilto-
nian cycle. Suppose furthermore that Kcn admits a vertex-partition into two alternat-
ing cycles C1 and C2 and that the colored clique induced by V (C1) (respectively by
V (C2)) has an equipartite split coloring. Then there exists an alternating hamiltonian
cycle in Kcn which obeys one of two merging patterns 1 and 2 of C1 and C2.
Lemma 3.5 (Bampis et al. [1], Bankfalvi and Bankfalvi [4], Benkouar et al. [5]). If
Kcn admits a vertex-partition into m disjoint alternating cycles C1; C2; : : : ; Cm such
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that Ci dominates Ci+1, for each i (modm), then Kcn contains an alternating hamilto-
nian cycle.
Lemma 3.6 (Bampis et al. [1], Benkouar et al. [6], Bang Jensen and Gutin [2]).
Assume that Kcn admits a vertex-partition into m alternating cycles C1; C2; : : : ; Cm such
that Ci dominates Cj for each 16i¡j6m.
(a) If for some i, i6m, the edges X1Ci are blue and for each j, 16j¡i, the edges
X1Cj are red, then Kcn contains an alternating cycle C such that V (C)=
⋃i
‘=1V (C‘).
(b) If the edges X1Ci are red for each i=1; 2; : : : ; m, but there exists a blue
X1X1-edge, then for each j=2; 3; : : : ; m, there exists an alternating cycle C in Kcn
such that V (C)=
⋃j
‘=1V (C‘).
Lemma 3.7 (Lovasz [18], Exercise 24b, p. 5). If a graph G has exactly one perfect
matching, then it contains a cut-edge.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that Kcn contains an alternating hamiltonian cycle. If K
c
n admits
a vertex-partition into m alternating cycles C1; C2; : : : ; Cm, then it admits also a vertex-
partition into ‘ alternating cycles for each ‘=1; 2; : : : ; m.
Proof. Let m be the minimum number such that Kcn satis@es the hypothesis but not the
conclusion of the lemma (reductio ad absurdum). Then m¿3, since the cases m=1
and 2 are trivially true.
Assume @rst that two of the cycles Ci and Cj can be merged into a new one. Then a
(m−1)-partition can be easily found, hence the conclusion follows from the minimality
property of m.
Assume next that for each i and j, 16i = j6m, the cycles Ci and Cj cannot be
merged. It follows that either Ci dominates Cj or Cj dominates Ci by Lemma 3.3. Now,
let us de@ne a tournament T on m vertices such that each cycle Ci of Kcn corresponds
to a vertex of T , and an arc ij belongs to E(T ) if and only if Ci dominates Cj in Kcn .
Let us distinguish now between two cases depending upon the structure of T .
First case: T admits a strong component Tk of order k; 36k6m.
Let {t1; t2; : : : ; tk} denote the vertex-set of Tk . Since Tk is strong, it has cycles of
each length m=3; : : : ; k [21].
Assume @rst k¿4. Let ti be a vertex Tk such that Tk− ti is hamiltonian. If we let Kc
denote the complete subgraph of Kcn induced by
⋃k
j=1 V (Ctj)−V (Cti), then clearly Kc
admits an alternating hamiltonian cycle by Lemma 3.5. It also admits a partition into
k−1 alternating cycles since the order of Tk−ti is k−1. It follows from the minimality
property of k that Kc admits a partition into ‘′ alternating cycles C′1; C
′
2; : : : ; C
′
‘′ , for
each ‘′=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1. Hence the cycles C′1; C′2; : : : ; C′‘′ ; Cti together with the cycles
of Kcn −Kc form a partition of the vertices of Kcn into ‘+1 alternating cycles for each
‘=1; 2; : : : ; m− 1.
Assume next k =3. Then T3 is a directed cycle of length 3. Let us set C1 = x1x2 · · · xp,
C2 =y1y2 · · ·yq and C3 = z1z2 · · · zr . By the domination relations between the Cj’s
and Lemma 3.3, we can suppose without loss of generality that c(x1x2)= c(y1y2)=
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c(z1z2)= r and, for each i, c(x2i+1C2)= r; c(x2iC2)= b; c(y2i+1C3)= r; c(y2iC3)=
b; c(z2i+1C1)= r and c(z2iC1)= b. Now the alternating cycles x2x1z2z1y2y1x2, and
xpxp−1 · · · x3zrzr−1 · · · z3yqyq−1 · · ·y3xp de@ne a 2-partition of Kcn .
Second case: T is a transitive tournament.
By the hypothesis of this case, Ci dominates Cj for each 16i¡j6m. Since Kcn
contains an alternating hamiltonian cycle, it follows from Theorem 3 of [3] that either
(i) for some i, i6m, the edges X1Ci are blue and for each j=12; : : : ; i− 1, the edges
X1Cj are red, or (ii) the edges X1Ci are red for each i=1; 2; : : : ; m, but there exists a
blue X1X1-edge in C1. By using Lemma 3.6, we de@ne for (i) an alternating cycle C
with V (C)=
⋃i
‘=1V (C‘) for i¡m or V (C)= (
⋃m
‘=3 V (C‘))∪V (C1) for i=m. Simi-
larly, for (ii) we de@ne an alternating cycle C with V (C)=
⋃j
‘=1 V (C‘) for some j,
36j¡m. Clearly the 2-edge-colored complete graph say Kc, induced by V (C) admits
an r-partition, where r= i or m − 1 in (i), and r= j in (ii). Since r¡m, Kc also
admits an ‘′-partition for each ‘′=1; 2; : : : ; r by the minimality property of m. Each
such ‘′-partition of Kc together with the m − r remaining cycles of Kcn − Kc de@nes
an ‘-partition of Kcn for each ‘=1; 2; : : : ; m− 1.
Lemma 3.9. Assume that Kcn has a unique alternating hamiltonian cycle. Assume
furthermore that Kcn admits a vertex-partition into two alternating cycles C1 and C2.
Then for i=1; 2, the graph Kc〈Ci〉 induced by V (Ci) contains a unique alternating
hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let C′1 be an alternating hamiltonian cycle of K
c〈C1〉. From Lemma 3.4, C′1
can be merged with C2 according to Merging 1 or 2. But then, as Kcn admits a unique
alternating hamiltonian cycle H , C′1 is determined in a unique way by the order of
occurrence of its vertices on H (because both of Mergings 1 and 2 preserve the order
of occurrence of these vertices in C′1). Hence, C
′
1 =C1. Similarly we can prove that
C2 is the unique alternating hamiltonian cycle of Kc〈C2〉.
Lemma 3.10. Assume that Kcn has an alternating hamiltonian cycle. Furthermore,
suppose that each of Gr and Gb admits a unique perfect matching. Then Kcn has two
vertices x and y such that dr(x)= 1 and db(y)= 1.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, the connected components of both Gr and Gb contain cut-edges,
say e= xy and e′= x′y′, respectively. Let us divide the vertices of Gr − e into two
disjoint parts, say R and S containing x and y, respectively, such that no red edge
(other than xy) exists between R and S. If V (R) = {x}, then all edges between R− x
and S are in E(Gb) and therefore Gb cannot contain a cut-edge, a contradiction to
our assumption. Assume then that R= {x}. It follows that dr(x)= 1 and db(x)= n− 1.
Similarly, one of x′ and y′, say x′, satis@es db(x′)= 1; and dr(x′)= n − 1. Since we
may suppose without loss of generality that c(xx′)= r and xy is the only red edge
incident with x, we conclude that x′=y.
Lemma 3.11. Assume that Kcn has a unique alternating hamiltonian cycle. Further-
more, suppose that each of Gr and Gb admits a unique perfect matching. Then Kcn
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admits a unique equipartite split coloring. Moreover, let X and Y be the blue and
red part respectively of Kcn . Then for every pair x; x
′ of vertices of X there is an
alternating hamiltonian path from x to x′ starting with a blue edge and for every
pair y; y′ of vertices of Y there is an alternating hamiltonian path starting with a
red edge.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, the validity of the statement being easily
checked for small values of n. Let H be an alternating hamiltonian cycle of Kcn . Let x
and y be as in Lemma 3.10 and suppose without loss of generality that c(xy)= r. As
dr(x)= 1; db(y)= 1 and c(xy)= r, the edge xy belongs necessarily to H . Now remove
the vertices x and y from H and color the edge x−y+ blue, where x− and y+ are, re-
spectively, the predecessor of x and the successor of y on H (subject to an orientation
of H in which x precedes y on H). The resulting 2-edge-colored complete graph K ′,
which is of order n− 2, is alternating hamiltonian and contains a unique blue perfect
matching and a unique red perfect matching. Indeed, for any blue perfect matching M
of K ′, let y+z be the blue edge covering y+ in M . Then removing the edge y+z from
M and adding the blue edges yy+ and xx−, we get a blue perfect matching for Kcn
as well. The uniqueness of the red perfect matching of K ′ is straightforward. Thus, K ′
admits an equipartite split coloring by the induction hypothesis, from which it can eas-
ily be seen that Kcn admits an equipartite split coloring as well, where x is necessarily
in the blue part and y is in the red part of Kcn . Let us then set H = x1y1x2y2 · · · xmym,
where X = {xi; i=1; 2; : : :} is the blue part and Y = {yi; i=1; 2; : : :} is the red part
of Kcn . As the edge xy is in H , we have x= xk and y=yk for some k. Now, using
again the induction hypothesis on K ′, we obtain that every pair of vertices xi; xj (with
i and j di2erent from k) can be linked together in K ′ by an alternating hamiltonian
path P starting from xi with a blue edge and terminating in xj. Now P can be extended
to an alternating path of Kcn by replacing the blue edge (say zy
+) of P incident with
y+ by the path zxyy+. Hence, every pair of vertices xi; xj (with i; j di2erent from k)
can be linked together in Kcn by an alternating hamiltonian path P starting from xi
with a blue edge and terminating in xj. Similarly, every pair of vertices yi; yj (with
i and j di2erent from k) can be linked together in Kcn by an alternating hamilto-
nian path P starting from yi with a red edge and terminating in yj. All that remains
to be done is to link xk and yk to the other vertices appropriately. To simplify the
writing, we will suppose without loss of generality that k =1. Then x1 can be linked
to xi (i¿1) by the following alternating halmiltonian path starting with a blue edge:
x1ynxnyn−1 · · · xi+1yi+1y1x2y2 · · · xi−1yi−1xi. To check for this, observe that every edge
xjyj is red, every edge xjyj+1 is blue (where j + 1 is taken modulo n) and all edges
y1z are red except for y1x2. As for y1, it can be linked to yj (j¿1) by the following
alternating hamiltonian path starting with a red edge: y1x1ynxn · · ·yi+1xj+1x2y2 · · · xjyj.
To check for this again, it suPces to notice that the edge xj+1x2 is blue as both vertices
lie in the blue part of Kcn .
Lemma 3.12. Let Kcn be a 2-edge colored complete graph admitting a unique alternat-
ing hamiltonian cycle. Suppose that Kcn admits a vertex-partition into two alternating
cycles C1 and C2. Suppose furthermore that each of Kc〈C1〉 and Kc〈C2〉 admits a
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unique blue perfect matching and a unique red perfect matching. Then Kcn admits a
unique equipartite split coloring.
Proof. Let set C1 = x1y1 · · · xnyn and C2 = x′1y′1x′2 · · · x′py′p, X = {xi; i=1; : : : ; n} (resp.
Y = {yi; i=1; : : : ; n}) being the blue part (resp. the red part) of the colored subgraph
Kc〈C1〉, and c(x1y1)= r and c(x′1y′1)= r. X ′ and Y ′ are de@ned likewise. We have
to prove that all edges between X and X ′ are blue and all edges between Y and
Y ′ are red. Before proceeding to the proof, let us denote by P+(xi) the alternating
hamiltonian path of Kc〈C1〉 de@ned as P+(xi)= xiyi−1xi−1 · · · xi+1yi for every vertex
xi of X . Clearly, P+(xi) is obtained from C1 by deleting the edge xiyi. It links xi to
yi and starts (and therefore terminates) with a blue edge. We can de@ne P−(xi) as the
alternating hamiltonian path of Kc〈C1〉 obtained by deleting the edge xiyi−1. Clearly,
P−(xi) links xi to yi−1 and starts with a red edge. P−(x′j ) and P
+(x′j ) are de@ned
likewise, for any vertex x′j of X
′. Assume now, for a contradiction, that xi x′j is red
for some i and j. We may suppose without loss of generality that i= j=1. Then for
every vertex x′k (with k di2erent from 1) in X
′, the color of the edge y1x′k is blue.
Indeed, suppose it is red. Let P′ be any hamiltonian path in Kc〈C2〉 linking x′k to x′1
and starting (and terminating) with a blue edge. The existence of P′ is granted by the
preceding lemma. Then the sequence of edges P+(x1)eP′ (where e=y1x′k) de@nes an
alternating hamiltonian cycle of Kcn which is obtained neither by the merging pattern
1 nor by merging 2. This, in view of Lemma 3.4, clearly contradicts the uniqueness
of the alternating cycle in Kcn . Similarly, all the edges y
′
1xk are blue for every k
di2erent from 1. Thus, for every i¿1 and every j¡n, c(yiy′j)= r. Indeed, suppose
in the opposite that the edge yiy′j is blue, for some i¿1 and j less than n. Let then
Q be any alternating hamiltonian path in Kc〈C1〉 that links yi to y1 and starts with
a red edge. The existence of such a path is given in the preceding lemma. Then the
following sequence of vertices Qe′P−(x′j+1) (where e
′ is the blue edge y1x′j+1) de@nes
an alternating hamiltonian cycle that does not obey any of the merging patterns 1
and 2. This again contradicts our uniqueness hypothesis. Similarly and by symmetry
with respect to C1 and C2, all the edges yiy′j are red for every i¡n and every j¿1.
We conclude that all the edges yiy′j are red without exception. Hence, the following
alternating hamiltonian cycle of Kcn : P
+(x1)e′′P−(x′1) (where e
′′ is the edge x1y′p). This
cycle obeys the merging pattern 1. The unique alternating hamiltonian cycle is thus
identi@ed. Now, we distinguish two cases depending on the color of c(y1x′1). Suppose
@rst that it is blue. As we know already that all the other y1x′j are blue, we conclude
that all the edges y1x′j are blue. Thus, all the edges x2y
′
j are red. Indeed, if x2y
′
j is blue
for some j, then we get the following alternating hamiltonian cycle: P−(x2)uP−(x′j+1),
where u is the supposed blue edge y1xj+1, contradicting the uniqueness of C. Similarly,
all the edges y2x′j are blue. Repeating this process p times, we obtain that every edge
xiy′j is red and every edge yix
′
j is blue, which contradicts the fact that all the edges
y′1xk are blue as we have seen. Let us consider now the second case where y1x1 is
red. Then the edge y′1x1 is blue (otherwise, we get the alternating hamiltonian cycle
P+(x1)e′P−(x′1), where e
′ is the edge x1y′1). As all the other edges y
′
1xi are blue,
we proceed with the same reasoning on y1 in the preceding case to get the same
contradiction, which concludes the proof.
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Lemma 3.13. Let Kcn be a 2-edge colored complete graph admitting a unique alternat-
ing hamiltonian cycle. Suppose that Kcn admits a vertex-partition into two alternating
cycles C1 and C2. Suppose in addition that each of Kc〈C1〉, Kc〈C2〉 and Kcn admits
a unique equipartite split coloring. Then every vertex in the blue (resp. red) part of
Kc〈C1〉 is in the blue (resp. red) part of Kcn .
Proof. Let us set C1 = x1y1 · · · xnyn and C2 = x′1y′1x′2 · · · x′py′p, with X = {xi; i=1; : : : ; n}
(resp. Y = {yi; i=1; : : : ; n}) being the blue part (resp. the red part) of the colored
subgraph Kc〈C1〉, and c(x1y1)= r and c(x′1y′1)= r. Let Z and Z ′ be the blue and red
part of Kcn . We have to prove that every vertex of X is in Z . As every pair of vertices
of X induces a blue edge, there is at most one vertex of X in Z ′. The same holds for
Z and X ′. Now, Suppose for a contradiction that Z ′ contains some (unique) xi. Then
Z ′ must contain some vertex u in Y ∪Y ′. We distinguish now two cases depending on
where exactlement u is.
First case: u∈Y . Then, u being in the blue part of Kcn together with all the vertices
of X − {xi}, all edges uxj (for j di2erent from i) are blue. Similarly, all edges xiyj
(for yj di2erent from u) are red. This clearly indicates that if we interchange u with
xi, we will get a bipartite split coloring for Kc〈C1〉 which is di2erent from X; Y , thus
contradicting our uniqueness assumptions.
Second case: u∈Y ′. Suppose without loss of generality that u=y′1 and xi = x1.
Again, y′1 being in the blue part of K
c
n , all the edges y
′
1xj (for j¿1) must be blue.
Similarly, all the edges x1y′j must be red. The rest of the proof proceeds much in the
same line as in the end of the proof Lemma 12. From the color of the edges x1y′j , we
deduce that the edges y1x′j must all be blue (otherwise, we get the alternating hamil-
tonian cycle x1y′j−1x
′
j−1y
′
j−2 · · ·y′jx′j y1x2y2 · · ·ynx1, for all j). Repeating this process
n times, we obtain that for every i and j, c(xiy′j)= r and c(x
′
iyj)= b, which clearly
contradicts the fact that all the edges y′1xj are blue.
Now we are ready to provide a proof for Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We may suppose that either Gr or Gb, say Gr , admits more
than one perfect matching, for otherwise we are done by Lemma 3.10. As H is an
alternating hamiltonian cycle, it is the union of a red and a blue perfect matching
denoted by Hr and Hb, respectively. Let M ′ be a second perfect matching of Gr ,
distinct from Hr . Then from the union of M ′ and Hb, we get an alternating factor,
say F . Let k denote the number of cycles of F . As F is distinct from H and H is
a unique hamiltonian cycle, we get k¿2, and in fact we may consider that k =2 by
Lemma 3.8. Let C1; C2 denote the two alternating cycles of F . By Lemma 3.9, each
of Kc〈C1〉 and Kc〈C2〉 admits a unique alternating hamiltonian cycle as well and each
of them admits a unique bipartite split matching from the assumption of the induction.
If each of Kc〈C1〉 and Kc〈C2〉 admits a unique blue perfect matching and a red
perfect matching, then we are done by Lemma 3.12. So let us suppose that Kc〈C1〉 ad-
mits many perfect matchings of the same color. Then (as was the case with Kcn),
it admits a vertex-partition into alternating cycles C11 and C
2
1 , each of whose in-
duced colored subgraph admits a unique alternating cycle and a unique equipartite split
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coloring. Let now x be a vertex from the blue part of C2 and x′ be any vertex from the
blue part of C1. All we have to do is to prove that xx′ is blue (a similar reasoning will
carry over to any pair of vertices in the red parts of C1 and C2). From the preceding
lemma (applied to C11 and C
2
1 ), x
′ is either in the blue part of C11 or in the blue part
of C 21 . So, let us suppose that x
′ is in the blue part of C11 . If C
1
1 dominates C2 (or
conversely C2 dominates C11 ), then xx
′ is blue and we are done. If there is no domi-
nation relationship between C11 and C2, then from Lemma 3.4, the union of C
1
1 and C2
induces an alternating hamiltonian colored subgraph of Kcn . Let C be any alternating
cycle resulting from merging C2 with C11 . As with the pair (C1; C2), so with the pair
(C; C 21 ): each member of these pairs is the unique alternating cycle in the subgraph it
induces. Applying the preceding lemma to the pair C11 and C2, we deduce that xx
′ is
blue and we are done.
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